Destination Stars
Make souvenir blocks using Tokens,
CharmStamps™ or fabrics collected
at shops on your QTrek journeys.
Use the same set of squares and
rectangles to make multi-size blocks
that can be trimmed to fit where you
need them.
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Trim to finish at
8”, 9”, 10” or
tweak to fit the size
needed for your
quilt layout.

Materials
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2-1/2” squares for star points (matching or scrappy)
3-1/2” background squares (avoid background prints with one-way designs)
3-1/2” x 4-1/2” background rectangles
2-1/2” Tokens or square scraps or a CharmStamp™ trimmed to 4-1/2” sq. or a 4-1/2” sq.
Draw lines.

Assembly (Use 1/4” seam allowances)
1. Use a ruler and pencil to draw a diagonal
line on the back side of the eight 2-1/2” star
point squares.
2. Arrange a star point square, right sides
together, on the corner of a background rectangle as shown. Note the direction of the line.

‘Sew and Flip Corners’

Arrange. Sew on line. Trim. Flip to corner. Repeat.
3-1/2” x 4-1/2”
3-1/2” sq.

3. Stitch on the drawn line using the ‘sew and
flip corner’ method. Trim and press. Repeat
with the other corner of the rectangle to complete one star point unit. Make four units.
4. Join the tokens or scrap squares to make
a 4-1/2” square center unit. Omit this step if
using a CharmStamp™ or 4-1/2” fabric square.
5. Arrange the center unit, star point units, and
background squares as shown.
6. Join the units and squares together in rows.
Then join the rows and press.
7. The block now measures 10-1/2” square.
It can be used as is or trimmed down to
9-1/2” sq. or 8-1/2” sq. with a square-up ruler.
8. Center the ruler over the star and trim
all four edges to your desired size.
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